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HighLights:  

The euro was up more than 1% against the dollar on Monday after 

jumping to 5-month highs earlier as the results of the first round of 

voting in French presidential elections eased concerns about the     

future of the euro zone.  

Centrist former economy minister Emmanuel Macron edged out      

Marine Le Pen, leader of the far-right National Front party, in Sundays 

first round vote, delivering a result that most investors were hoping 

for.  

Macron took 23.8% of the vote ahead of Le Pen on 21.7% according to 

final voting figures from France's Interior Ministry.  

Polls, which were largely accurate in predicting the first round         

outcome, have indicated that Macron will comfortably beat Le Pen in 

the runoff vote on May 7, easing fears over  the risk of a French exit 

from the currency union and the potential breakup of the euro zone.  

 

The stronger euro weighed on the dollar index, which measures the greenback’s strength against a trade-weighted basket of 

six major currencies.  

North Korea said on Sunday it was prepared to sink a U.S. aircraft carrier conducting drills with Japanese destroyers near the 

Philippines in order to demonstrate its military might.  

Markets were also eyeing events in Washington amid concerns over the prospect of a looming deadline to avoid a government 

shutdown and ongoing uncertainty over economic policy. 

U.S. President Donald Trump said Friday that a "big announcement" was coming this Wednesday on overhauling the U.S. tax 

code. An administration official said on Saturday that the announcement will consist of "broad principles and priorities". 

 U.S. stock index futures were higher Monday in line with global rally. The rally was sparked by centrist Emmanuel Macron's 

win in first round of French presidential election.  

EUR/USD jumped 1.33% to 1.0871 after hitting five-month highs overnight on the French election outcome with Macron      

expected to win the election on May 7 after defeated rivals offered him support. USD/JPY rose 0.78% to 109.95, while AUD/

USD gained 0.16% to 0.7555.  

In the week ahead, political developments in France ahead of the May 7 second round of the presidential polls will set the 

tone for the euro ahead of Thursday’s European Central Bank meeting and Friday’s euro zone inflation data.  

Sterling remained supported, with GBP/USD at 1.2825 late Friday despite data showing that UK retail sales posed their largest 

quarterly fall since the first three months of 2010 in the three months to March.  
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Last Prev Cl. Price Chng Price Chng %

Dollar Index 99.02 99.98 (0.96) (0.97)

USD/INR (Spot) 64.47 64.63 (0.16) (0.25)

USD/INR (Nse Apr.) 64.45 64.64 (0.19) (0.29)

EUR/INR (Spot) 70.09 69.34 0.75 1.07

EUR/INR (Nse Apr.) 69.98 69.15 0.83 1.19

GBP/INR (Spot) 82.36 82.75 (0.39) (0.47)

GBP/INR (Nse Apr.) 82.67 82.64 0.03 0.04

JPY/INR (Nse Apr.) 58.51 59.24 (0.73) (1.25)

Market Highlights

https://www.investing.com/news/economy-news/europe's-populist-wave-stalls-as-macron-storms-into-french-runoff-476550
https://www.investing.com/news/world-news/gloves-off-in-french-election-as-le-pen-aide-calls-macron-'arrogant'-476606
https://www.investing.com/news/world-news/japanese-ships-join-u.s.-carrier-for-drills-as-it-nears-korean-waters-476476
https://www.investing.com/news/politics-news/congress-returns-as-trump-pressures-democrats-ahead-of-funding-deadline-476632
https://www.investing.com/currencies/eur-usd
https://www.investing.com/currencies/aud-usd
https://www.investing.com/currencies/gbp-usd


Technical View: 

On a daily chart, the price has been trading in falling 
channel pattern and price has faced the resistance of its 
upper band of the pattern at 59.60 levels. 

On a daily chart, the pair has been trading in horizontal 
channel pattern from past few months and price has   
faced the resistance of its horizontal channel pattern at 
59.50 levels. 

Moreover, prices have been trading below its 200 DSMA 
which gives the sign of bearishness in the prices. 

On a daily chart momentum indicator, RSI is trading    
below 60 levels which indicate downside in the prices. 
  

In addition, momentum indicator MACD has shown    
negative crossover which suggests a lack of strength in 
the prices on a daily chart. 

So for trading perspective, one can sell JPYINR in the 
range of 58.70 with SL of 59.95 for the target of 58.10      
levels. 

Pivot levels for the Day 

Technical View: 

On a weekly chart, the pair has given the breakdown of 
its horizontal channel pattern at 66 levels and price has   
faced the resistance of its horizontal trend line at 65.30 
levels on a daily chart. 

Moreover, prices have been trading below its 50 DSMA 
which gives the sign of bearishness in the prices. 

A momentum indicator RSI has remained below 40     
levels, which suggest the possibilities of further      
downside in the prices. 

In addition, momentum indicator MACD has shown  
negative crossover which suggests further downside        
momentum can be seen in the prices. 

So for trading perspective, one can sell USDINR in the 
range of 64.55 with SL of 64.75 for the target of 64      
levels. 
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S3 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2 R3

USDINR 64.17 64.33 64.39 64.49 64.55 64.65 64.81

JPYINR 57.91 58.25 58.38 58.59 58.72 58.93 59.27



Pivot levels for the Day 
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Technical View: 

On a daily chart, prices have been trading in falling 
channel pattern from past few weeks and price has    
taken the support of its lower band of the channel 
pattern at 68 levels. 

The pair has taken the support of its horizontal trend   
line at 68.30 levels on the hourly chart. 

The pair has been trading above its 10 HSMA on the 
hourly chart, which suggests further positive                          
momentum can be seen in the prices. 
  

On a daily chart momentum oscillator, RSI has            
remained in the oversold zone at 27 levels on a daily 
chart, which suggests  the possibilities of bounce back 
in the prices. 
  

A momentum indicator MACD has shown positive   
crossover on the hourly  chart. 
  

For now, we can expect prices should move higher       
towards 70.60 levels in the coming trading session. 

Technical View: 

On a daily chart, the price has been trading at falling 
wedge pattern from past few months and price has    
faced the resistance of its  upper band of the pattern at 
83 levels.  

The pair has been trading in “Falling Channel” pattern 
and price has faced the resistance of its upper band of 
the pattern at 82.80 levels on a daily chart. 

Moreover, prices have been trading below its 50 DSMA, 
which suggest short term trend looks weak. 

  

Moreover, momentum indicator MACD has given      
negative crossover on the 4  hourly chart, which gives 
the sign of bearishness in the prices. 
  

A momentum indicator RSI has faced the resistance at 
60 levels on a daily chart. 
  

For now, we expect prices should move lower             
towards  82 levels in the coming trading sessions. 
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S3 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2 R3

GBPINR 82.01 82.31 82.49 82.61 82.79 82.91 83.21

EURINR 69.52 69.76 69.87 70.00 70.11 70.24 70.48
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                        Economic Indicators 

Date Time Data  Prior Expected Impact 

25.04.17 07:30 PM CB Consumer Confidence  125.6 123.7  Actual > Forecast = Good for 

currency; USDINR 

25.04.17 07:30 PM New Home Sales  592K 590K Actual > Forecast = Good for 

currency; USDINR 

25.04.17 07:30 PM Richmond Manufacturing Index  22 18 Actual > Forecast = Good for 

currency; USDINR 
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